
 
 

Professor JEONG Sun-Joo at Dankook University wins Academic Promotion Honor of  
‘2014 Korea L’Oréal-UNESCO Awards for Women in Life Science’  

 
- Professor JEONG Sun-Joo contributes to the advancement of science not only in South 
Korea but worldwide by pioneering the research on RNA in cancer biology 
- Fellowships go to associate professor MIN Dal-Hee of Seoul National University, associate 
professor KIM Hye-Yeong of Seoul National University and assistant professor SHIM Ji-
Won of Hanyang University 

 
[June 25th, 2014 - Seoul] L’Oréal Korea (President, Richard Cymberg) and Korean National 
Commission for UNESCO (Secretary General, MIN Dong-Seok) and Women’s Bioscience Forum 
(Chairperson, KIM Sung-Ju) announced that professor JEONG Sun-Joo (52) of Molecular Biology of 
Natural Science at Dankook University receives the Academic Promotion Honor for 2014 Korea 
L’Oréal-UNESCO Awards for Women in Life Science on June 25th.  
 
The fellowships which were awarded to the future female leaders in science field of South Korea went 
to associate professor MIN Dal-Hee (40) of Seoul National University, associate professor KIM Hye-
Yeong (36) of Seoul National University and assistant professor SHIM Ji-Won (35) of Hanyang 
University. 
 
'Korea L’Oréal-UNESCO Awards for Women in Life Science' is co-hosted by L’Oréal Korea, Korean 
National Commission for UNESCO and Women’s Bioscience Forum. As 'Korea L’Oréal-UNESCO 
Awards for Women in Life Science' which was enacted in 2002 is the prestigious award in life science 
field, the awards granted 54 scientists for 13 years. The award promotes the achievements by 
outstanding women scientists of life science and consistently supports promising young women 
scientists. 
 
This year’s Academic Promotion Honor winner, Professor JEONG Sun-Joo of Dankook University, 
discovered the relationship between RNA1 and β-catenin2 which is a key factor of the formation and 
malignant development of cancer cells for the first time. Prof. JEONG also pioneered the new 
research field called 'RNA and Disease' by combining the basic research on RNA with research on 
disease. She acquired the excavation technique for RNA aptamer3 for the first time in South Korea 
and published many research papers with the unique technique. In addition, Prof. JEONG enhanced 
the statue of Korean women science field by being chosen as sole domestic scientist of chemical 
biology field in the international leading researcher group, F1000 (Faculty of 1000), in 2012.  
 
Prof. JEONG stated her acceptance speech that “I would like to accept this award with a humble mind 
and to consider the award given to motivate me further. I want to be a scientist who contributes to the 
human society and welfare by continuing on with my ongoing research efforts. I will make further 
efforts to serve as a role model for more women scientists in order to inspire and guide them to 
continue pursuing their careers in science.” 
 
The fellowship winner associate professor MIN Dal-Hee of Seoul National University is studying 
the design and application of new biological analysis methodology used to solve challenging 
biological questions. In particular, Min achieved research results which brought about great 
repercussion in South Korea in the biological application of graphene oxide. She is also conducting 

                                           
1 Genetic material that generates proteins needed in the body or transmits necessary information at the order of 
DAN which contains life information. 
2 Neurotransmitter regulating cellular proliferation and differentiation and cell adhesion. 
3 Small piece of RNA fabricated to adhere to the target molecule by manipulating RNA, which is capable of 
combining with various molecules. 



 
studies on developing biological analysis platform technology, nano surface chemistry technology and 
biocompatible/environmentally friendly nano substance. 
 
Associate professor KIM Hye-Yeong of Seoul National University discovered that immune cells 
and paths other than the Th2 type immune reaction can cause asthma and had her paper published in 
the world-renowned Nature Immunology as noteworthy research. Recently, she as a member of the 
research team that discovered the innate lymphoid cell for the first time is conducting research to 
introduce a new paradigm established with a new function of the immune cell. 
 
Assistant professor SHIM Ji-Won of Hanyang University revealed that hematopoietic stem cell of 
Drosophila with its olfactory nerves is capable of perceiving external environment and making 
decision on differentiation/maintenance by using GABA4, which exists in the brain/nerve, as the 
medium. This is the first study which demonstrated the relationship between brain/sensory organ and 
hematopoietic stem cell and the fact that brain/olfactory sensory cell and blood can communicate 
using neurotransmitter, making great contributions to the study on systemic communication.  
 
2014 Korea L’Oréal-UNESCO Awards for Women in Life Science was held in Engineer House of the 
College of Engineering at Seoul National University on June 25th. The awards granted the certification 
and rewards at 20,000,000 KRW to the Academic Promotion Honor winner and the certification and 
rewards at 5,000,000 KRW to each of the three fellowship winners. 
 

 

 

                                           
4 Amino acid neurotransmitter which generates inhibitory postsynaptic potential. 
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